Sonrai Dig: A Complete Identity, Data and
Workload Security Platform for AWS

Total Cloud Security in One Platform
Your development team is spinning up new
workloads and moving at cloud speed... and that’s
when the security alerts roll in.
You’ve got thousands of pieces of compute,
countless roles, and a dizzying array of
interdependencies and inheritances in your
environment, making it nearly impossible to know
which alerts present a critical risk to the business,
and where potential problems are lurking. How do
you gain full visibility into your AWS environment
and prioritize which issues need immediate
attention, without slowing down your team?

Sonrai Dig is a centralized, SaaS-based enterprise
identity, data, and workload security platform that
monitors every possible relationship between
identities and data that exists across your AWS
workloads and accounts. Best practices, workflow,
advisors, and automation supports amazing
cross-team cloud security operations.
With Sonrai Dig, you can confidently accelerate
cloud adoption, maintain strong security and
compliance controls, and achieve your business
goals faster.

Why Choose Sonrai Dig for AWS?

Sonrai is a recommended
partner in the AWS Well
Architected Framework
under the Management &
Governance Lens

check

Get a continuous picture of your cloud
inventory & activity

check

Simulate attack paths from every
identity to sensitive data

check

Prioritize risks based on business
impact

check

Maintain compliance

check

Automate & customize remediations

check

Track your security maturity over time

The Sonrai Dig Platform
Identity Security / CIEM

Workload Security / CWPP

Identity Privilege & Access
Governance

Agentless Vulnerability Scanning
& Inspector Enrichment

Uncover all identity and data
relationships between identities
(people and non-people) across all
AWS accounts and data stores. Graph
all potential access and enforces least
privilege. Use Sonrai Dig to monitor
and alert on separation of duties, toxic
combinations, dormant identities, and
more.

Decide which vulnerabilities matter
most with Sonrai’s workload-specific
risk amplifiers. We examine connected
platform, identity, and data risks to
reveal the full severity of a workload
vulnerability. Enrich Amazon Inspector
data with Sonrai context, or run
Sonrai’s agentless scanner in parallel.

Platform Security / CSPM
Data Security / CDLP
Data Discovery & Classification
Continuously monitor critical data
sitting inside object stores like
AWS S3, EBS, and many database
services. Suspicious access activity or
undesirable changes in access rights
are automatically flagged and audited
for continuous compliance. Use Sonrai
Dig to implement data tagging, data
asset inventory, custom classification,
PII data monitoring, and more.

Custom Intelligent Posture
Management & Compliance
Continuous monitoring of drift from
baseline on misconfigurations, data
movement, and network access.
Check your security posture against
custom-built frameworks that fit each
unique cloud, so you know that your
AWS environment is truly secure at
any moment.

Sonrai integrates with 150+ AWS Services, including
AWS Security Hub

AWS Control Tower

AWS CloudTrail

AWS Inspector

AWS GuardDuty

AWS IAM Access Analyzer

AWS Config

Sonrai Dig has everything your organization needs to increase security, maximize efficiency and enforce
compliance to reduce risk in your AWS environments.
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